Transports
Rome as has two main international airports:
• Leonardo da Vinci/Fiumicino International Airport (Rome Fiumicino) ‐ Rome's main airport is modern,
large, rather efficient, and well connected to the center of the city by public transportation.
• Ciampino International Airport (Rome Ciampino, IATA airport) ‐ Located to the southeast of the capital.
This small airport is closer to the city center than Fiumicino but has no direct train connection.
Public Transport
Bus ATAC: 892 (to metro Cornelia)
Metro
The 2 lines are the Linea A, or red line and the Linea B, or blue line and you can change from one line to the
other at the main train station, Termini. Metro operates from 5:30 until 23:30 (1:30 on Friday and Saturday
nights) every 3‐4 minutes during rush hours, every 5‐6 during the day and every 8‐10 minutes early morning
and late evening.
Fares (2010, in Euros)
Single ‐ EUR 1.00
Day ticket ‐ EUR 4.00
3‐Day Tourist Pass ‐ EUR 11.00
Weekly Pass ‐ EUR 16.00

Taxis In Rome are white.

From Leonardo da Vinci (Fiumicino) Airport
By Car:
Take the FIUMICINO‐ROMA highway and then follow directions to the G.R.A. (Grande Raccordo Anulare)
towards direction AURELIA. From the G.R.A., take exit n°1 ‐ direction Roma Centro‐Aurelio‐Città del Vaticano.
After about 2 km, take the reversing (signal 'inversione di marcia!' ‐From there go straight and at the end of the
street you will be in Via degli Aldobrandeschi. The hotel is at the n°223, on the left side of the street.
By Taxi:
Journey takes about 20 minutes (depending on the traffic) and it costs approximately € 35,00/ 40,00 (daytime),
nighttime supplement applies.

From the Ciampino Airport
By Car:
Take the G.R.A. (Grande Raccordo Anulare)‐ direction Fiumicino Airport and then take the exit n°1 ‐ direction
Roma Centro‐Aurelio‐Città del Vaticano. After about 2 km take the reversing on the right (signal 'inversione di
marcia!'), go towards the bridge (do not cross it) turn on the right (Via di Villa Troili). From there go straight and
at the end of the street you will be in Via degli Aldobrandeschi. Our hotel is at the n°223, on the left side of the
street.
By Taxi:
From Ciampino airport it takes about 45 minutes (depending on the traffic) and it costs around € 35,00‐40,00
(daytime), nighttime supplement applies

From the Termini Train Station
By Public Transportation:
Take the Metro ‐ line A direction Battistini‐ stop at Cornelia. Metro exit ‐ Piazza Irnerio. From there you can
take a taxi or public bus n° 892 up to our hotel. From Termini you can also take the Metro ‐line A‐ direction
Battistini and get off at Ottaviano. There you can find our free shuttle bus (timetable scheduled).
By Taxi:
Journey takes about 30 minutes (depending on the traffic) and it costs approximately € 25,00 (daytime),
nighttime supplement applies.

